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Millennium car 709 has
received a new style
vinyl advert for the Sea
Life Centre, which has
been stuck over the
previous dark blue base
coat. The new design is
709's third for the same
attraction,
and
is
predominantly blue and
yellow, featuring some
contravision.

709 shows off its new vinyl advert for the Sea Life
Centre, on 22nd March. Tony Waddington
648 is now in a new white livery with Metro
Coastlines stickers. It is seen on the Little Bispham
loop on the 21st March. Alan Robson

It's all change for the
Centenary cars as well,
with
645
losing
its
previous Palm Beach
Hotel advert in favour of
a new red livery for
Jet2.com which is currently nearing completion. 648 has lost its
Vue Cinema advertisement, and has now returned to service in
plain white with Metro Coastlines logos on its bodysides. As this
car has been overhauled sympathetically with some of its
original features restored, it would be an ideal candidate for a
heritage repaint in 1980s style green and cream for the
tramway's 125th anniversary celebrations in 2010, so hopefully
Centenary 645 also has a new livery and it is for
Blackpool Transport will
jet2.com airline. It is seen at Little Bispham on the
consider treating this car
31st March 2009. Alan Robson
to the repaint it deserves.
Finally, car 643 has now
been moved into the
Paint Shop where it is
expected to lose its
stylish advert for the G
Casino.
Balloon car 719 has also spent some time in the Paint Shop and
is now back in light blue following the removal of its attractive
In-Fusion advertising livery. Although not yet confirmed, it is
hoped that this tram will receive a new advert for the Pleasure
Beach. 721 is also likely to receive a new design this year as
both the Pleasure Beach shows Hot Ice and Forbidden, which it
currently promotes, will not be staged for the 2009 season. It also
remains to be seen whether 701 will continue to advertise the
Palm Beach Hotel now that 645 is no longer advertising that
business.
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Photo:
Blackpool Vanguard 619 takes a break on the Pleasure Beach outer loop on
30th August 2008, shortly after returning to service following a four year
absence. Andrew Waddington

Further Blackpool fleet “mothballing”
The 2009 operating pools for the Blackpool tramway have now
been announced, and
are very similar to last
year. However, a small
number of trams have
been 'mothballed' this
year, presumably as a
result of the reduced
passenger numbers on
Railcoach 680 shows off its unusual dark blue livery
the tramway, caused by
with yellow chevrons at Cabin last September. Tony
Waddington
the free bus passes for
OAPs. Most disappointingly, Boat cars 602 and 604 are both listed
as 'mothballed', leaving just 600 and 605 to represent the class in
service this summer. However, in the past Blackpool Transport
have been flexible with such lists - so hopefully a long hot summer
will bring these popular trams back onto the prom!
Railcoach 680 has also been taken out of service, despite only
being repainted last year, along with Twin set 671+681. This set did
not run in passenger service at all during 2008 despite being fully
serviceable, and now seems unlikely to be used again. The loss of
680 may lead to a shortfall in single deck crew cars once the
season gets underway, so it will be interesting to see how things
progress.

No more red trams!
Monday 30th March 2009 marked the last day of service of the
final tram on the London Tramlink in the old red and white livery –
2545. The tram will now
be taken out of service
and be re-liveried in the
new lime green, blue and
white London Tramlink
colours sported by the
rest of the fleet. The first
The new and the old: 2542 in the new colours and
tram to be re-liveried into
2545 in the old meet at Beckenham Junction at
the new colours was 2552
approximately 19:03 on the 30th. John Kaye
th
on the 6 October 2008 and the rest of the fleet has slowly
followed suit. For more photographs see the extended pictorial.

Edinburgh tram mock-up displayed
A mock-up of the trams that will
run in Edinburgh has been on
display outside Jenners in Princes
Street this month. The tram was
on display from February 23 rd
until March 14th and gave a
good
opportunity
to
the
The Edinburgh tram mock-up at Princes
residents of Edinburgh to see
Street on the 8th March 2009. Richard Lomas
how the trams will look inside
and out – including the seating, luggage space and driver‟s cab.

Welcome...
... to the third issue of Tramways
Monthly, the newest name in tramway
news. I‟ve continued to tweak the
layout in this issue following on from
further feedback and my own ideas,
and I hope you enjoy the changes!
Again, this Issue seems quite UK
related – more so Blackpool than
anything – and this is only going to
change if you send something in!
YOUR MAGAZINE NEEDS YOU!
Even if it is only one photo, a snippet
of news, a link: anything and
everything is useful and everything will
be used at one stage or another! This
is your magazine, and I want it to
contain what you want!
This issue features several new sections
as well as some of the other sections
expanded: this has also seen an
increase in page numbers from 16 to
24. I‟ve treid to keep the file size down
but there has been a small increase
which I apologise for to those of you
with slower Internet connections.
Again, any comments you have are
welcome
–
email
them
to
tramwaysmonthly@hotmail.co.uk.
On a personal note, i‟ve been very
active at Crich over the past few
weeks, achieving my conductor
license, crewing in passenger service
and also helping out in the workshop –
including guarding 131 to Town End
which can be read about elsewhere
in this Issue. I just want to say thanks to
everyone who has helped me get
where I am!
And finally: if you want me to stop
emailing you with “harassments” for
photographs and other information,
then please do send things in! I know
that things generally are ok to be used
but I always like to check in advance!
Enjoy the issue!

Jack M. Gordon
Jack Gordon
Editor, 1st April 2009

Me on Sheffield 74 at Crich after my first
solo conducting duty of 2009
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News in brief
Cardiff 131
completes test runs
Cardiff 131 has completed
several test runs since the
last issue of Tramways
Monthly went to press. The
first was a full round trip to
Glory Mine on Monday 16th
March and the second
was to the Town End
terminus on Friday 27th. Due
to re-roofing works the
tram could not make the
journey on the initial test
run. The tramcar is now
expected to undergo
further testing prior to the
launch in May, as well as
the fitting of scrubber gear.
See the back cover for a
photo of the tram at Town
End.

Crich opens for
business
Crich
Tramway
Village
finally re-opened it‟s doors
on the 28th February 2009
after being hit hard by the
snowfall that plagued most
of
the
country.
The
museum, which is 1000ft
above sea level, was still
under several inches of
snow on the original reopening date of February
14th, for school half terms,
but this was delayed due
to overrunning engineering
works and the snow frozen
into the rail grooves. Trams
operating on the 28th were
Glasgow 22 and Leeds 399.
One week later London
Transport 1622 was also
running. Daily opening will
start this weekend.
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Special Feature...
The 619 Story
By Andrew Waddington

Last year, one of Blackpool‟s forgotten tramcars was
unexpectedly thrust back into the limelight, and ended up being
nominated for the British Trams Online „Tram of the Year‟ award!
This is the story of a tram that has led three very different lives.
The 619 story goes back to the 1930s, when the car has its origins
as an English Electric Railcoach. During the mass renumbering of
OMO 7 is seen just north of Starr Gate on
the tram fleet
Monday 14th December 1981. The tram got
during the 1960s
stuck in the snow the previous day and did not
make it back to the depot until Wednesday 16th
it became 619,
December. Alan Robson
and continued in
this guise for a
few more years
until
it
was
withdrawn from
service in need
of a rebuild. 619
was chosen as
one of thirteen Railcoaches to be completely rebuilt and
modified for one-person operation; it was taken out of service in
1972 and re-emerged in 1973 as OMO car 7. Painted in the
striking „plum and custard‟ livery associated with the first of the
OMOs, 7 and its sisters settled down into a pattern of regular use.
By the mid 1980s, however, the OMO cars were starting to show
their age – as they were low budget rebuilds they did not last
very well, and gradually they were replaced by the new
Centenary class. Car 7 was withdrawn early in 1987, but
Blackpool Transport opted to use the underframe of the tram on
which to construct a replica vintage tram, to compensate for the
loss of historic cars loaned to Blackpool in 1985. In fact, OMO 3
had originally been chosen for this project, but car 7 later took its
place as it was in a better condition. Bolton Trams were
commissioned
to
construct
a
tramcar
based
loosely
on
the
design
of
the
Blackpool
&
Fleetwood
Tramroad
Company‟s
three
Tram Sunday 1996, and 619 is seen in its old livery, along with Walls
Ice Cream Parlour tram 719 and Bolton 66 at Fleetwood Ferry.
Tony Waddington

„Vanguard‟ cars of 1910 on car 7‟s underframe, and the finished
tram was numbered 619, in acknowledgement of its past life.
The original Vanguards were basically a further development of
the earlier crossbench cars, such as car 2 at Crich Tramway
Village, the main difference being that a windscreen was
provided for the driver.
Replica Vanguard 619 was painted in a rather inaccurate
version of the
Blackpool
&
Fleetwood
Tramroad
Company livery,
complete
with
bright red skirting
panels! Despite
work only starting
on it in 1987, the
619 unloads at Pleasure Beach at dusk on 30th August 2008. Andrew
Waddington
„new‟ tram was
commissioned in time for the illuminations of the same year, but
although 619 proved popular with holidaymakers it attracted a
great deal of criticism from enthusiasts. Many people felt that
the perspex panels along the bottom of the car sides, which had
been fitted due to modern health and safety regulations, were
unsightly, whilst the pantograph and tower did nothing to
convince doubters that this was a genuine vintage tramcar.
Another inaccurate feature of 619 was its centre gangway – also
a modern day
necessity which
was no doubt
much
appreciated
by conductors!
619 saw a fairly
mundane
existence
for
at Tower, again on 30th August 2008.
many
years, This time Vanguard 619 is seen
Andrew Waddington
predominantly
seeing use on promenade specials and illumination tours, with
obligatory appearances at Tram Sunday every year. Soon after
entering service its seats were replaced as the originals were
rather too wide, and it was also fitted with roof advert boards;
however, these remained blank until 1995. The tram received no
significant workshop attention until 1998, when the centenary of
the Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad provided an excuse to
smarten up the car. The tram was repainted in a much more
accurate version of the original Tramroad livery of brown and

News in brief
Heaton Park 2009
events programme
announced
Following on from a highly
successful 2008 Heaton
Park are once again
aiming high, with two
outings for Manchester L53,
the
Eades
Patent
Reversible Horse Tram. L53
will also operate away
from Manchester for the
first time EVER at the
Beamish Open Air Museum
on the 28th and 29th May and as if that wasn't
enough, the tram will
hopefully be pulled by two
horses for the first time in
over 100 years! Other
events include Manchester
and
Leeds
closure
celebrations,
including
Leeds 6 running with a bow
collector.

Historic trams to
return to
Southampton?
Southampton City Council
have revealed early plans
that could see trams return
to
the
city‟s
streets
between the Old Town
and the waterfront. Leisure
bosses and the council
have teamed up with
engineering experts at the
University of Southampton
to see if the existing
tramway tracks could be
used for a heritage tram
operation.
A
feasibility
study will be conducted by
University students with
their findings given to the
Council in 2010.
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News in brief
Current reports seem to
suggest that the next major
workshop
project
at
Blackpool will be a major
rebuild for Balloon 710. This
tram last ran in 2007 and still
carries the Metro fuscia and
yellow livery. It was previously
expected that car 708 was
next in line to be rebuilt, but it
seems that this is no longer
the case.
The Fylde Tramway Society
have confirmed details of
their
annual
Convention
Weekend. The annual depot
visit on Saturday 2nd May will
be complimented by two
tram tours - on Sunday 3rd
May, Twin cars 672+682 and
675+685 will operate a full
system
tour,
whilst
the
following day will see Boat 600
and Vanguard 619 operate a
shuttle service between Tower
and Cleveleys, with a full
system trip at the end of the
day. Please note that all
trams
are
subject
to
availability and weather, and
may be substituted.

cream, whilst the badly scratched Perspex panels were replaced
by
decorative
wrought
iron
railings. These were
provided by local
firm Steel Appeal,
whose name was
(and
still
is),
displayed on the
roof advert boards.
As
no
genuine 619 at North Pier on the evening of 31st August 2008. Note that the
had got stuck, and the tram had not in fact been to
Vanguards
have rear destination
Gynn Square that night! Andrew Waddington
survived,
619
played an important role in the centenary events that year, and it
was second in the centenary cavalcade, behind TMS owned
Fleetwood „Rack‟ 2.
For the next few years 619 did not see a great deal of use, and at
the end of 2004 the tram was a victim of the infamous
„mothballing‟ which saw many fully serviceable trams placed in
store.

However, with the impending 125th anniversary of the tramway in
2010, thought was given once again towards borrowing vintage
trams from various museums. One such tram was Manchester 765
from the Heaton Park Tramway, who showed some interest in
exchanging it for 619 in 2010. With this in mind, Blackpool
In Manchester work has
Transport decided to reinstate 619 to the running fleet during
commenced
on
the
2008, in order to give enthusiasts another chance to see and ride
expansion of the current
on the tram in Blackpool. The car was dragged out from the
Manchester Metrolink depot
at Queens Road just beyond
depot in August 2008, and after a heavy clean and some routine
Victoria on the Bury line, to
servicing, 619 made a very welcome return to the promenade on
enable extra units to be
the evening of 29th August, when it operated one of the first
stabled there.
illumination tours of the 2008 season. Sadly however, four years off
the road had taken their toll, and it had to be towed back to
depot after suffering an electrical fault later that night. Undeterred, 619 was quickly repaired and
returned to use on specials the following day, and it has run regularly since then, proving to be
more popular than ever. The car is expected to
see further use in 2009, and has even been
hired by the Fylde Tramway Society for their
annual convention weekend in May. This will
be its first appearance on an FTS tour since
1993!
Whatever the future holds for 619, the tram is
being greatly enjoyed in Blackpool once
again, and will hopefully enjoy further glory
again over the next few years, at both
6
Blackpool and Manchester!
Heaton Park residents of the past and the future? 619 rests at Pleasure
Beach alongside Boat 600, with Balloon 721 also present. Andrew Waddington

News in pictures...
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Picture captions – clockwise from top


The Western Train has its lights tested on the 26th March 2009.
Alan Williams








Car 679 is still stored at Rigby Road awaiting transfer to the LTT
premises. The tram has sustained some minor fire damage, as
shown here. Tony Waddington
OMO 8 on display at the Lancastrian Transport Trust storage
depot on 22nd March. Tony Waddington
Cardiff 131 seen returning to the workshop after its inaugraul
run to Town End on the 27th March. Jack Gordon
752 see on driver training at Heaton Park on the 22nd February.
MTMS




The Western Carriage is also seen on the 26th March. Alan Williams
719 has had its advert for In-Fusion removed and is now in a
light blue base coat. It is seen in the paint shop on the 26th
March. Alan Williams
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Monthly Feature...
Tramcar News
Jack Gordon

Blackpool Works Car 752

Blackpool 752, which moved to Heaton Park last year, has had the water tank removed and has
been re-floored. The interior is being fitted out as a workshop. New door runners are being
fabricated, and the car is receiving remedial paintwork attention, including a coat of green to
tidy it up. The tram will eventually be painted red. The car suffered a resistance failure before
Christmas but this has now been sorted with new resistances that were donated by Blackpool
Transport Services. Driver familiarisation with the car is continuing.

London United 159
The top deck seat castings continue to be fettled whilst drawings for the new driving axle are
nearing completion, along with those detailing the necessary machining work to the exBlackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad wheel centres and tyres which will be used on the tram.
Mouldings to the lower saloon pillars, coving and ceiling finishes continue to be fitted. The
contractor who is to be employed on overhauling the motors has examined some from the Clay
Cross store and has decided that although one will require very little work the other will need
major reworking.
Right: London
United 159 in the
workshop at
Crich on the 26th
March 2009.
Jack Gordon

Above: Latest progress on restoration of the lower
saloon of Standard 143, including fitting of a staircase,
can be clearly seen in this shot. Tony Waddington

Other Tramcar News...
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MET 331 has had the majority of the work completed and a test run has been undertaken. It
still requires minor fettling to the cab doors.
Leeds 180 has had its truck dismantled and the motors and wheelsets have been sent away
to a contractor. A number of faults have been found in various truck components, and it has
also been found that a number of segments and contact finger tips need replacing during
the overhaul of the controllers.
Chesterfield 7, Glasgow 22, Johannesburg 60 and Sheffield 74 have been commissioned.
Glasgow 22 has temporarily been fitted with a swivel-head trolley to allow it to operate
through Wakebridge. The fixed-head trolley will be returned once the overhead has been
re-aligned.
NET 201 has been outshopped in a new all-over advert celebrating 5 years of the NET
system.
Metrolink 1001 has returned to service with the external modifications as part of the
“Metrolink Special Projects” refurbishment scheme. The tram has received the same
modifications as 1007 with LED marker lights, no mirrors and the small coupler guards. It still
carries the name and window adverts for System One Travelcards.

Special Feature...
Prague Tramway Museum
By Brian Dominic

It all started when we decided to go to Prague for a short holiday. I'd done my homework, found out
about period tickets on the trams and buses (important as we were staying at a hotel out of town
http://www.hotelduo.cz/ ) and had discovered that there was a tramway museum in the suburbs http://www.dpp.cz/en/urban-mass-transit-museum/ is the Web Site. We'd arrived on a Saturday and I'd
been given permission to go to Strešovice to find the Museum on the Sunday, so after breakfast we set off
into the city centre, got our period tickets and then
headed out towards the Museum, after a false start
after we got on the right tram - going in the WRONG
direction!
We were pottering along, enjoying the ride, when
my wife said "What are all those anoraks doing,
standing in the middle of the road?" "Those anoraks"
were awaiting the departure of the weekends-only
vintage tram circular service into town, which
emerged from the depot yards as we scrambled off
the tram.
After a hearty lunch in the bar next door to the
depot (be warned, Czech food is HEARTY) we went around the museum which is housed in the older part
of the depot. There are a good selection of cars in there (along with buses and trolleybuses) and a
number of works cars, including a mobile substation car, used when special services put a strain on the
infrastructure.
The following is the text of the informative booklet they supply, covering the tram exhibits............
"The collection of period vehicles housed by the Museum is a unique collection of public transport means
illustrating developments of rail and other vehicles in satisfying' the needs of public transport in Prague.
Tram cars are coupled to illustrate their service periods of their long "lives"; some older types were in service
even for 60 years.
The vehicles were declared a technical monument and a cultural monument in 1975 and 1998,
respectively.
In 2003 the Museum houses 56 vehicles of which 1
horse tram car, 1 electric motor cars designed for
passenger service, 12 passenger trailers, 1 freight
motor car, 9 different special trailers (including
freight cars), 1 rail grinding car, 2 locomotives, 1
accumulator car, 3 trolleybuses, 6 buses, 3 road
assembly tower units designed for assembly and
repairs of the trolley system and 1 metro car.
Tram cars were built by Ringhoffer Prague, later
Tatra, and the electric equipment was assembled by
I(fli'k, CKD, Skoda and Praga companies. Some cars
were reconstructed or manufactured by own
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workshops of the former Electric Company in Centr51a, and later in Rustonka). Road vehicles were
supplied by $koda, Tatra, Praga, Karosa, Jelcz, Ikarus and Mercedes.
Electric equipment of trolleybuses was supplied by $koda and GKD. The only metro car was manufactured
in the Mytishtschin Works, Russia; 2 special tower assembly tower units for trolley system repairs and a
rail grinder were delivered by Schorting.
Passenger Cars:
90 Summer horse tram car from 1886 is the oldest
exhibit in the Museum. The car has been refurbished
to its condition before 1890.
88 Motor car from 1900 is in operating condition
from the period before 1907-1910. Its dark green
coat and labelling of particular lines by means of
colours illustrates the period (numbering of lines was
introduced no sooner than in 1908 together with
introduction of single red-and-white coating).
109 – 526 Motor car from 1901 has been maintained
in operating condition corresponding to 1907-1923. The "open" (i.e. cabriolet) trailer comes from 1896 and
has been maintained in its condition from the beginning of the 1920s.
200 Motor car of parlour type (it belonged to the Mayor of Prague) and designed for round trips comes
from 1900. It was seen by the public for the last time in 1951-1972 when it was used as nursery car. It has
been refurbished to its condition between 1922 and 1951.
275 – 624 The set of cars (motor car + trailer) has been preserved in its condition from the 1930s, although
both cars are older. Motor car no. 275 comes from 1908 and trailer no. 624 (the so-called "small
vamberak", "egg") comes from 1909.
297- 638 – 608 Three-car set from the end of the 1940s. Motor car no.297 comes from 1909 and was
reconstructed in 1946. Trailer no. 608 (the so-called "big vamberak") comes from 1908 and has been
coupled with motor car no. 2294 due to insufficient space available.
357-1314 Motor car no. 357 comes from 1915 and has
been preserved in operating condition from the
1930s. Trailer no.1314 ("krasin") from 1931 has been
reconstructed to the left-hand arrangement of the
1930s.
444-999-728 Three-car set from the end of the 1950s
and early 1960s. Motor car no. 444 comes from 1923,
trailer no. 999 ("tin car") is from 1926. The last car, i.e.
trailer no. 728 ("short vamberak") comes from 1920
and due to insufficient space available it has been
coupled with another set of cars for the time being.
500 Summer motor car from 1913 was used for round trips and wedding tours until 1972.
2222-1111-1219 Typical three-car set (motor car and two "tin cars") in operating condition from the 1930s.
Motor car no. 2222 is from 1930, trailers no. 1111 and 1219 come from 1928 and 1931, respectively.
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2239-1523 Set of cars which are still mostly remembered
by passengers. It has been preserved in its condition from
the 1970s, when the old bidirectional trams with "krasin"
trailers ceased to run in Prague. Motor car no. 2239 is from
1930 and trailer no. 1523 is from 1942.
2294 Motor car from 1932 illustrates the operating
condition from the end of the 1940s. Due to insufficient
space available it is not displayed "solo" but has been
coupled with trailer no. 608.
3063-1580 Set of a motor car and a trailer from the period
after 1946. Motor car no. 3063 ("submarine") is from 1942 and trailer no. 1580 ("krasin") was delivered in
1946.
3083-1583 Set of cars representing the car shape from the 1960s. Motor car no.3083 ("mevro") comes from
1948 and trailer no. 1583 resulted from reconstruction of former "krasin" trailer carried out in 1964.
5001 Motor car T 1 from 1951 has been maintained in operating condition from the end of the 1950s and
early 1960s.
6002 Motor car T 2 from 1955. Following a general overhaul the tram car is being reconstructed to its
condition from 1955.
6149 Motor car T 3 from 1962 has been maintained in its original operating condition from the early 1960s."
Special and Freight Wagons:
4053-4525-4532-5001-5007 Freight five-car train. Motor car no. 4053 (its carrying part can tip so that the
load falls out) comes from 1917 and its last reconstruction was carried out in 1963. The train was used to
carry loose materials or parts of rail superstructure. Trailers ("lorries") differ according to the purpose of use.
Car no. 4525, delivered in 1917, is in its original condition and was used to carry coal or ashes and slag
(therefore it was called "coal car"). Car no. 4532 ("ochsner"), refurbished in the 1950s, was designed for
carriage of sand and gravel and was delivered as a self-discharging dumper in 1926. Other two cars were
used for carriage of piece load or even loose materials (with sides added). Car no. 5001 was delivered in
1898. Car no. 5007 uses the undercarriage of Hlavacek's line (1897) and was manufactured in 1909.
4072 Electric Locomotive from 1952 was designed for shunting railway wagons in "Rustonka" where it had
been manufactured for such purposes. It has been preserved in its original condition.
Two unnumbered cars were used for carriage of
rails and assembled parts of rail superstructure. One
comes from older manufacturing series from 1917
(grey) and the other was manufactured in 1946
khaki). Both are in original condition and loaded
with shorter rails. Originally, these cars were used to
carry rails up to 20 m long.
5034 Mobile trailer car designed for sale of season
tickets and stamps comes from 1928 and is
mounted on a chassis of an older trailer (originally
from horse tram). It has been preserved in its original
condition.
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5101 Mobile transformer station was used to supply the
trolley system where the power consumption could not
be covered by stationary transformer stations (for
instance on the occasion of "Sokol Festivals" or
"Spartakiad" national gymnastics festivals). It was
delivered in 1930 and has been preserved in original
condition. Electric units and equipment of the period are
noteworthy.
2504 Riveted water tank comes from the original
corporate road sprinkler from 1922. Other parts of the car
have not been preserved (the tank was used as water
tank at Hloubetin depot). Two small cars supporting the tank are also interesting - these cars were
designed for broken axles of old trams developed in the 1940s.
Accumulator car comes from 1934 and was manufactured by the company. It was used for slow shunting
of trams repaired at Rustonka and transfer of such trams through traverser to workshops. It is in original
condition.
Service car from the end of the 1920s. It was designed for carriage of tools and materials for tram track
repairs. It was carried behind regular tram cars.
4092 Rail grinding motor car comes from 1966; it sprinkled water on rail heads during the process of
grinding.
7 Road assembly trolley tower unit Praga was mounted on the undercarriage of Praga RN lorry. It was
manufactured by the company and has been repaired and restored to its original condition from 1948.
Assembly trolley tower units (so-called "gallows") were used for assembly and repairs of overhead trolley
wire systems of trams and trolley buses.
92
Assembly
trolley
tower
unit
Mercedes + Schorling comes from 1966.
6-0220 Assembly car Skoda FIT +
Schorling was delivered at the
beginning of 1969."
Having "done" the museum, the only
thing left to do (having visited the bar
for refreshments) was to "do" the
Vintage tram route 91 which operates
hourly on an "out and back" route into
the city. The route is not covered by
your usual ticket, but at 35 Czech
crowns (approx £1.12 at the time of
writing) it's well worth taking (and goes
much further than it did when we went
on it!). It's quite interesting to discover
how good modern bogie tram suspension is - riding the same tracks in a 4-wheeler, be it motor or trailer, is
decidedly more uncomfortable!
All in all, the Museum is well worth a visit if you're in the city.
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Tram Driver for a day!
Become a Seaton Tram Driver for the day with one of our driving
experience courses. The courses are very "hands-on", giving you
the chance to enjoy maximum time at the controls and drive in
the same conditions as our own staff drivers. The course also
includes a guided tour of the Tramway's HQ at Riverside Depot,
giving the chance to see behind the scenes of our unique
operation. At the conclusion of your course, you receive a
commemorative certificate and souvenir to remind you of a
great day out. Seaton Tramway is offering Tramways Monthly
readers a 10% discount on either a Half or Full Day Course.
There are two courses available:
1) Half Day Course
Start time 0930 or 1400. The course lasts for two or three hours,
depending on whether there are one or two participants. Each
person gets one round trip (six miles) of driving.
The cost is £95, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to three
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £10.00 each.
These prices include the ride on the tram, Depot Visit and
refreshments at the Tram Stop Restaurant. You and your guests
will also enjoy free travel on the trams for the rest of the day,
either before or after your lesson.
2) Whole Day Course
Start time 0930, finishing at 1645. The course consists of three full
round trips, plus two short workings to intermediate points along
the line, a grand total of 24 miles. The course can be shared
between two or more people if desired; extra participants are
charged at guest rate (see below).
The cost is £235, inclusive of VAT, and you may bring up to six
guest passengers, who ride at a special rate of £20.00 each.
These prices include the rides on the tram, Depot Visit, plus
morning tea/coffee, Lunch and an afternoon Cream Tea at the
Tram Stop Restaurant. Your guests may ride on the service trams
during the day if they so wish.
TO CLAIM YOUR 10% DISCOUNT ON A HALF DAY COURSE OR WHOLE DAY
COURSE PLEASE QUOTE TRAMWAYS MONTHLY.
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Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad Centenary, 1998
Andrew & Tony Waddington

Blackpool & Fleetwood Crossbench car 2 made a very brief visit to Blackpool to take
part in the 1998 celebrations, and is pictured at Cleveleys on 11th July, when it was
operating on a shuttle service for Fylde Tramway Society members.

14

'Rack 2' is seen again on 11th July - this time at Fleetwood Ferry.

Pantograph car 167 also spent a few weeks in Blackpool during summer 1998, and it
was also captured at Cleveleys on the tramroad shuttle service.

10

167's final outing before returning to the National Tramway Museum occurred on 19th
July, when it attended Tram Sunday. Here it is seen at Fleetwood alongside Bolton 66.

15

Another star of Tram Sunday 1998 was Marton 31, which normally operates at Beamish
Museum. It stayed in Blackpool from September 1997 until April 1999.

11

One final view of Marton 31, this time at Pleasure Beach when it was on enthusiast tour
16
duty.

Fleet Lists...

With thanks to Andrew Waddington and
British Trams Online for the information
held on this page.

Blackpool Tramway
Number Livery
OPEN BOAT CARS
600
1930s green/cream

Year

Notes

1934

602
Yellow/black
604
1990s green/cream
605
Wartime green/cream
607
„Travelcard‟ advert
BRUSH RAILCOACHES
621
„Hot Ice‟ advert
622
„Pontins‟ advert
623
Wartime green/cream
625
1990s green/cream (with
side adverts)
626
„Blackpool Zoo‟ advert
627
„Buccaneer Bar‟ advert
630
„Karting 2000‟ advert
631
„Walls Ice Cream‟ advert
632
„Sea Life Centre‟ advert
634
„Cala Gran‟ advert
636
Metro dark green/yellow
637
„Blackpool Zoo‟ advert
CENTENARY CARS
641
„Orion Bingo‟ advert
642
Yellow
643
„G Casino‟ advert
644
„Farmer Parrs/Fleetwood
Market‟ advert
645
„Jet 2‟ advert
646
„Paul Gaunt‟ advert
647
Yellow
648
White
TWIN CARS
671+681 Metro light green/yellow
672+682 Metro orange/yellow
673+683 Metro turquoise/yellow
674+684 Metro dark purple/yellow
675+685 Metro red/yellow
676+686 1990s green/cream
687
1990s green/cream
EX-TOWING RAILCOACHES
678
„Radio Wave‟ advert
679
1980s green/cream

1934
1934
1934
1934

Operational. Named „Duchess of Cornwall‟ and fitted with
coloured light bulbs since June 2008.
Mothballed.
Mothballed.
Operational. Sponsored by the Fylde Tramway Society.
Mothballed.

1937
1937
1937
1937

Mothballed.
Operational.
Used occasionally.
Mothballed.

1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937

Mothballed. Rebuilt in 1994.
Mothballed.
Operational. Rebuilt in 1995.
Operational. Rebuilt in 1995.
Mothballed.
Mothballed.
Used to test experimental equipment since 2009
Mothballed.

1984
1986
1986
1986

Operational.
Operational.
Operational.
Operational.

1987
1987
1988
1985

Operational.
Operational.
Used occasionally.
Operational.

1960
1960
1961
1962
1958
1958
1960

Mothballed.
Used occasionally.
Used occasionally.
Used occasionally.
Used occasionally.
Mothballed.
Withdrawn. Towing car 677 was scrapped in 2007.

1961
1961

680
Dark blue
BALLOON CARS
700
Wartime green/cream

1960

Mothballed.
Donated to Lancastrian Transport Trust and awaiting restoration to
original condition with pointed ends.
Mothballed. Rebuilt in 1992.

701
702
703

1934
1934
1934

704
708

„Palm Beach Hotel‟ advert
1970s green/cream
1980s green/cream (with
side adverts)
„Eclipse‟ advert
1970s green/cream

710
711
712
713

Metro fuscia/yellow
Metro dark green/yellow
1960s green/cream
Metro fuscia/yellow

1934
1934
1935
1934

1934

1934
1934

Operational. Rebuilt 1997 to near 1940‟s condition with some
modern features.
Operational. Rebuilt 1991.
Used occasionally.
Operational.
Withdrawn; requires major rebuild.
Snowplough car; no longer used for passenger service due to poor
condition.
Withdrawn; requires major rebuild.
Operational. Rebuilt in 1994.
Operational.
Operational. Rebuilt in 2005.
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715
716
717

Metro light blue/yellow
1990s green/cream
1930s green/cream

1935
1935
1934

719

Light blue

1935

720
721
722

„Hot Ice/Forbidden‟ advert
„Transport & General
Workers Union‟ advert
1980s green/cream (with
side adverts)
„HM Coastguard‟ advert

1935
1935
1935

Operational.
Withdrawn; requires major overhaul.
Operational. Rebuilt in 2008 to near original condition with some
modern features, and named „Phillip R Thorpe‟, also in 2008.
Operational. Rebuilt with external mouldings for advertisements in
1996.
Currently being rebuilt.
Operational.
Withdrawn due to collision damage; requires major rebuild.

1935

Operational. Rebuilt in 1993.

1935

Operational.

723
726

Trams owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust, based in Blackpool, are not listed here unless they are
stored at Blackpool Transport‟s Rigby Road premises.
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Last red tram – Monday 30th March 2009
John Kaye

2545 is seen at Church Street at approximately 13:48

One hour later and 2545 is seen at East Croydon

19

2545 is seen at Sandilands ready for its final journey to West Croydon at 18:29

30 minutes later and 2545 is at Beckenham Junction preparing for its final trip of the day
to Therapia Lane
20

The interior of 2545 will also be refurbished with the seats covered in a “moquette” style
green, blue and grey. The old interior is seen at Beckenham Junction just after 7.

At approximately 19:38 2545 is pictured at Therapia Lane waiting for the „proceed‟ to
run into the depot
21

Blind of the Month...
Blackpool Pantograph 167 – Part 1 of 2
This month‟s Blind has been taken from Pantograph 167 at Crich Tramway Village. This is the blind
that it has carried since its visit to Blackpool in 1985. Thanks to The Fr33k Man for creating the
blind.
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Focus...
12/13th April –
Easter 1940‟s Weekend

Events...
19th April

Event
Easter 1940‟s
Weekend
Easter Sunday –
Easter Egg Hunt
London Bus Day

23rd April
9/10th May

St. George‟s Day
Models Weekend

10th May

Morris Minor Event

16th/17th May

A Celebration of
Bolton‟s Buses

12th April – Easter
Sunday – Easter Egg
Hunt

23rd-25th May

50 Years at Crich

28th/29th May

DON'T MISS OUT on Seaton‟s
Easter Egg Hunt at Colyton
Station – Advanced booking is
essential.
Hide and seek to find the
chocolate Easter eggs between
10.00am - 4.00pm on the platform
and surrounding area.
Hot Cross Buns and Easter Biscuits
wil available at the Tramstop
restaurant.

28th May
6th June

Manchester Horse
Tram L53 in
operation
Teddy Bear Picnic
Colyton Summer
Fayre
Classic Car Show
& Green Transport
Gathering
Folk Weekend

Back to the war years this
weekend with military vehicles,
soldiers and civilians. All guests
are handed an I.D card and
ration book on arrival to
prevent spys. See the trams
ready for war with street reenactments throughout the
day. Please note this is a
Premier Event and there will be
an additional fee.

Got an Event not
listed?
Email us at
tramwaysmonthly@hotmail.
co.uk and we will happily
add the event to our diary!

Date
12/13th April
12th April

7th June

13th/14th June
14th June

21st June
26th June
27th/28th June

Manchester Trams
60 years since
closure
Father‟s Day
Gourmet Night
1950‟s Weekend

27th June

Busmen‟s Holiday

28th June

Totally Transport

Location
Crich Tramway
Village
Seaton Tramway
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Crich Tramway
Village
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
Crich Tramway
Village
Beamish – North of
England Open Air
Museum
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway

Crich Tramway
Village
Heaton Park

Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway
Village
Manchester
Museum of
Transport
South Shore,
Blackpool

We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors
may occur. We advise that you check before travelling to a
particular event. Bolded Events will incur an extra cost.

Back Page: Cardiff 131 is seen at Town End after its inaugural run to Town End on Friday 27th March 2009. The
tram was on a workshop shunting exercise from one road in the workshop to another. Jack Gordon
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